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How is everyone?  Here is wishing everyone is healthy and surviving staying home.  We are 
interested in hearing all about how many almost finished miniature projects you have 
completed, now that you have time to get to them.  Send me pictures and they will be 
published in the next newsletter miawildoak@verizon.net   
 
Here is an exhibit I have been working on.  My collection included the people.  They needed a 
home.  Had just enough wallpaper in my stash for this room box. Adapted furniture kits to fit 
and made picture frames, made the rug from an old quilt kit. 

                                                          
 
Now that the 2020 National Convention has been changed to 2022, you should be working on 
favors and exhibits for our own National Convention “From Sea to Shining Sea” in Providence, 
RI, July 2021.  [If you are registered for the 2020 National, be sure to read the information 
about hotel reservations, etc. on the NAME Website.]  Providence is still a go! There is plenty 
of time to get started.  Remember the committee is also looking for tote bag favors and door 
prizes.  All contributions are welcome. 
 
NAME Board has stated they are still solvent at this time, even with the necessary changes in 
programs because of Covid-19.  Dues are due as of June 1.  If you send them in before then, it 
is only $45.  Dues increase to $50 as of June 1.   
 
The IGMA Show in Connecticut in Sept. has been cancelled.  The management of  Handcrafters 
of Miniatures Show is hoping to have a show the first weekend in November, but is still 
waiting on the hotel, dealers, & disease circumstances at this point.  Stay tuned for more 
information. 
 
In the mean time, please stay safe, wear masks when going out, and, as Dave says, “keep 
having fun”.  Remember; send pictures of your completed UFO’s.  Looking forward to hearing 
from you. 
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